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START
WHERE
YOU ARE.

The most beautiful part of

Shopify is that there's equal

opportunity for everyone to

get paid!

Regardless of your skillset,

regardless of your experience or

expertise -- you can setup shop with

Shopify AND actually make sales! 

You may be a little nervous about

starting a shop because you've

been buying into some myths about

making money online. 

Here are some I've heard:

IT TAKES A BIG INVESTMENT TO 

START A SHOP

False! You can start a dropship store

with zero inventory and very little

investment! 

YOU NEED A TON OF PRODUCTS

Believe it or not, having too many

products is a bigger problem than

having too few! You can start your

shop and make sales with one solid

product.

 

YOU NEED A MAJOR MARKETING 

BUDGET

There are several ways to market

yourself without a big budget! From

social media to email to creating

killer content - there's always ways

to get the word out about your

shop. But, if you don't have coins,

you need creativity!

YOU HAVE TO BE TECH SAVVY

Shopify has made their website

builder and management system

super simple so 3you don't need

any tech skills or experience.
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"the average
millionaire has seven
streams of income..."

I bet you've heard that one before, right? Well, whether you realize it or not --

multiple streams of income is no longer a luxury, it's a necessity... especially

with such uncertain times economically and politically...

NOTHING IS SAFE ANYMORE.

One thing I love empowering people to do is take back their power and start

dictating their pay! One simple way that so many people could be and

should be taking advantage of is Shopify! ... it's easy money!

This guide is a short cheat sheet to teach you what you need to know before

you start so you can actually make sales once you launch!

PHYSICAL + DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Not only can you sell both digital & physical

products in your store, you can also drop shipping which requires ZERO INVENTORY!

SIMPLIFIED SHIPPING - Print your mailing labels and send customers' their tracking

details seamlessly through Shopify!

MULTIPLE PAYMENT OPTIONS - There are so many ways to get paid! Including

Stripe, Paypal, Amazon Payments, Apple Pay

INSTALLMENT/RECURRING PAYMENTS - This is perfect for coaching programs,

payment plans and subscriptions!

Why                                     ?
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PRODUCTS
There are a number of factors to

take into consideration before

choosing what products you'll sell!

It's all about knowing WHAT to sell

and WHO to sell it to.

Once you decide whether you want to sell

physical or digital products, you need to figure

out who your audience is.

QUESTION 1:

WHAT SOLUTION ARE YOU PROVIDING?

QUESTION 2: 

WHOSE PROBLEM ARE YOU SOLVING?

QUESTION 3:

HOW WILL YOU SOLVE THEIR PROBLEM?

Will you provide a solution in the form of a

course, ebook, planner, subscription service?

Once you determine this, you can decide

whether you will:

•Manually fulfill orders - invest in inventory and

ship orders as they are placed

•Drop ship orders - offer products on your

website that are manually fulfilled by a third-

party
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PLUGINS
Shopify provides unlimited

features and functions through

their app story!

Based on the apps you add to your

store (some paid, some unpaid) you

can do some pretty cool things to

boost traffic, engage customers and

increasing sales! 

Some features to consider for your

shop:

•Customer service chat

•Apps to create scarcity

•Apps to create a sense of urgency

•Courier pickup apps

•Alert Popup apps

•Up sell/Cross-sell apps

•Customer reviews
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PROBLEMS
Setting up shop isn't enough! You have to

have a strategy to make sales! These are

some common problems that keep

beginning shop owners from getting paid:

•NOT KNOWING YOUR AUDIENCE

•SELLING A BAD PRODUCT

•POOR SHOP QUALITY

•HAVING TOO MANY OPTIONS

•NOT ESTABLISHING AND

COMMUNICATING POLICIES + 

PROCEDURES

•BAD CUSTOMER SERVICE

•NO RETURN CUSTOMERS

•SHIPPING ISSUES

•NOT PRICING YOUR PRODUCTS TO

PROFIT



Your shop could be
up and running in six
weeks or less.
...if you're ready to WERK!!

I've created a self-paced training that teaches you how to start your store from scratch!

Lesson 1 - Introduction + eCommerce basics

What you need to know before starting your shop

 

Lesson 2 - Products: Development, Selection + Dropshipping

•How to choose the right products to sell

•What price points are best

•Where to get products

•How to create your own

•Dropshipping do's and don'ts

 

Lesson 3 - Setting up Shop

•Backend basics

•Setting up systems

•Adding pages and policies to your shop

•Shipping basics

 

Lesson 4 - Making sales

•How to market your shop

•Creating marketing materials for your merchandise

•Shop apps and add-ons to use for more features and functions

TAKE THE COURSE

here's what we're covering:

SAVE $100 ON THE TRAINING 

{NO DISCOUNT CODE NEEDED}

https://koereyellegloballlc.simplero.com/purchase/85275-Shopify-Training-Course/coupon/GLOBAL

